Off the beaten track
by horseback

unless the horses became unwell or lame,
so it was important to Monique and
Erwin to have that as a back-up.

Monique and copilot Olly ready for the next
stretch of road.

Riding two horses across Australia,
Monique said “the horses’ well-being is
our number one priority,” from providing
them enough water, feed, ensuring their
hoof care and safety are all things that
Monique and Erwin need to be mindful of
each day.
After selling their business and home
in Manjimup, the first thing to consider
was how much food the horses needed
each day. “We use the truck to store our
supplies, including hay and horse feed, so
we needed to figure out how much we
needed to take and how much to give the
horses each day to keep them in good
condition,” Monique said. “We figured
it out quickly, but as we are in different
terrain now in the high country, we are
adapting their needs to the conditions
and availability of fresh green grass.

Erwin and Tonto feeling
on top of the world.

“We don’t have a set amount of kilometres to
travel a day, we keep it flexible depending on how
the horses are travelling,”

It took a year to get from West to East across the Nullabor by horseback.

F

rom crossing the flat, almost
treeless, arid Nullarbor from
Manjimup Western Australia, to
trekking through snow in the high
country of Victoria, Erwin and
Monique van Vliet, their two horses
Tonto and Giles and dog Olly are
4,500km into their adventure around
Australia on horseback.

Travelling each day by horseback around
Australia is no easy feat, but after running
a successful horse trail ride business and
breaking in horses, Erwin is used to being
in the saddle all day.
“We originally wanted to only take one
horse, while I drove ahead in the truck
with supplies,” Monique said. “But we just
couldn’t part with our reining stallion, so
we decided he was coming along for the
journey too.”
Every kilometre has been ridden or
walked with the horses, and driving
ahead is Monique and their dog Olly in
the back-up truck. The plan was to never
use the truck to transport the horses,
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O f f t h e b e at e n t r a c k b y h o r s e - b a c k
“But not only do we need to think about
the horses’ feed, we also need to think
about us - so while I drive ahead, I make
a new pack list and buy the groceries and
plan about five days ahead.”

coping. If one horse was feeling more
fatigued, he would have no saddle or pack
and would be led. Erwin also walks the
horses if they need a break.
“We give the horses a break and we don’t
have a set amount of kilometres to travel a
day, we keep it flexible depending on how
the horses are travelling,” Monique said.
The couple are currently travelling north
along the east coast and just recently
finished the Great Victorian Rail Trail,
staying with new friends who have
reached out to them through social media
and camping along the way.

Monique having a ride of Giles with dog
Ollie alongside. Monique rides when they
get a chance to have a break for a few days.

The other thing to consider was the gear,
what saddles, horse boots to protect their
hooves, and pack saddles.
“The gear needed to be comfortable and
fit just right,” Monique said. “Now that we
have crossed the Nullarbor, we have had
to rethink what gear we need, so Erwin
can pack and camp by himself.”
Erwin is travelling through the land of
‘The Man from Snowy River’ and has to
pack his meals, camping gear, cooking
essentials and everything he needs for
about a week at a time, as the truck can’t
follow him on sections of the trail - so a
gear change was required.
So far Erwin has been rotating the horses,
depending on how the horses were

Monique said the biggest change since
the journey began was with Erwin and
Giles at about the 3,000km mark.
“They have such a strong bond, they are
inseparable and share the same work
ethic,” Monique said. “After about
3,000km I could see them both relax.
“Giles has always been a competition
horse, but he is a different horse now. Not
only are his muscles changing, but he is
also much more relaxed and at peace,
both of them are.”

“It’s a great lifestyle being on the road
with your horse and we would like to
encourage you to give it a try as well,”
Erwin and Monique said.
“Maybe not as full-on as we do, but a
little holiday with your equine partner
next time you have a break would be
great. It’s easier than you think.”

The truck they are using to call ‘home’ and act as an emergency response vehicle is a 1985
Hino FD horse truck.

A good tip is to keep to dedicated
horse trails, including National Parks and
Forestry websites.
They have also used equestrian club
grounds, as they are set up for horses.
There is also an Australian Trail Horse
Riders Association with lots of resources.

Before their journey began in West
Australia, Erwin and Monique had
been running their business for 15
years and managing the 100-acre farm.
This was starting to take its toll on Erwin’s
mental health.

“We are in different terrain now in the high country,
we are adapting their needs to the conditions.”

Riding around Australia on horseback
the couple needed to ensure they found
a camp about every 30km.

“We realise we are in a very fortunate
situation that we actually can do this.”

Prior to the adventure, Giles was Erwin’s
top competition reining stallion and Tonto
was chosen as he was young and didn’t
have many miles on him. While he was a
little worried about goats or alpacas, they
knew he could do the job. Since being on
the journey, the two horses are now well
accustomed to road trains travelling past
them on the highway, are happy to face
the different terrains, wildlife and are what
you would consider as truly “bomb-proof.”

The idea to travel Australia was suggested
by Monique to make a change, and
while Erwin didn’t take to the idea at
first as he didn’t want to leave the horses
and the business behind, he later made
the suggestion to take the horses and
Monique jumped at the idea.

A bit more about CAMPING
OUT WITH THE HORSES...

Another great place to camp are
showgrounds or accommodation stays
or set up your own yards. Carrying
enough water and food opens up
the options.

Testing out the new saddle and pack for the
next chapter of their journey.

Riding for pleasure, walking, singing,
fresh air and the simple pleasures of not
worrying about farm maintenance, having
a home-cooked meal and a cosy bed
each night in the fully renovated truck has
made a positive change for the couple
and their horses too.

“Since we were going to travel with a
stallion, we wanted to have proper
yards,” Monique said. “We looked
into it for a long time, as nothing really
suited exactly what we wanted. Ideally
we wanted yards that were about 1.80m
long (so they would fit on the ramp of
the truck), good quality, not too heavy,
easy to assemble, able to stand on their
own or attach to the truck and enough
to make two yards, one for each horse.”
The solution they ended up with was:
superlight panels, 2m long with electric
running on the inside, and fibreglass
posts with an electric wire.
To keep the horses from pushing into
the panels, the team ran two strands
of electric wire along the inside. Erwin
thought long and hard about how to
do this as they have to put up the yards
every day. He came up with a brilliant
solution — the panels are put together
with pins, so Erwin welded insulators
at the top of the pins. The pins now
function as connectors of the panels and
a stand off for the electric wire. This is
powered by a solar electric fence unit.

Monique and Erwin spent a year renovating the truck inside to be a home away from home.
The back half of the truck is for storage of water, feed and gear.

Monique said while the goal was to make
a change to go back to the ‘backpacking’
lifestyle like when they were young, the
couple also hope the journey inspired
others to chase their dreams and live their
life more fully, and they are also raising
awareness of mental health through
Beyond Blue.
“We realize we are in a very fortunate
situation that we actually can do this,”
they said. “Not everybody is so lucky. So
we also wanted to give something back
to other people who need a helping hand,
somebody to talk to or some inspiration
to change their own life a little.”
They found Beyond Blue can help with this.
Beyond Blue offers support and treatment
for people with mental health issues and
promotes wellbeing.

“We’ve created a Beyond Blue donation
page because we want to make a
difference to other people who have lost
a dream and need a new one,” they said.
“We are inspired by the work that Beyond
Blue does and want to support them.”
Every donation helps and makes a
significant impact to mental health
in Australia.
The van Vliets estimate the journey will
take them four years to complete. You can
follow their travels on their Facebook page
and website “Tales of the Trail Australia.”
To donate to their Beyond Blue fundraiser at: teambeyond-blue.raisely.com/horsetrekaroundaustralia

Article: Jacinta Bolsenbroek

If you see Erwin on the road,
be sure to give him a wave.

While in the high country, Erwin is using
hobbles and electric tape now he can’t
use the panels.
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